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EXPANDING UNIVERSES ON SHRINKING FOOTPRINTS

“We have to combine programs more efficiently, make our roofs smarter, and provide more nature!”

While cities densify and fill up with building mass it is of great importance to pay high attention to 
intelligent densification developments and the twin-phenomena of public and private. People should 
feel at home not only inside their dwelling but also outside the building - in the city itself! Traditional 
densification developments tend to navigate poorly between social, environmental and financial as-
pects. They minimize public space and fail to provide residents with sufficient control over privacy. My 
method and long term research topic “Expanding universes on shrinking footprints” aims for different 
solutions. Its relevance lies within the contribution to future developments, which focus specifically on 
how architecture, urbanism, and landscape can merge various typologies to accumulated functions 
and space, thus enhancing the performance of buildings and providing better quality. Such an ap-
proach can be applied to any city or scale! Because of its social relevance, I have chosen to demon-
strate it on my proposal for Amsterdam.

Green Loop Amsterdam
Amsterdam aims to become a metropole for the future: sustainable and interconnected for people. 
The city opts to achieve this e.g. by reducing the presence of cars in its inner-city, increasing greenery 
and welfare for people. Moreover, the city is struggling with a lack of housing. My proposed “Green 
Loop” strategy works with such aspects: It focuses on current scares and future plans of Amsterdam 
and proposes a looped park around the historic city center. The urban intervention creates a circular 
16km long park with infrastructure and recreational public space. It transforms all large parks close 
to the city center into one structure, supporting bicycle mobility, welfare, animal migration, and bio-
diversity. The new amount of greenery reduces urban heat significantly and provides a rain buffer 
for the historic city. It can be interpreted as a green allegory to the old city wall, and a statement for 
Amsterdam’s future-oriented values! 

Living Bridge Amsterdam - Brug over het Ij
The connection over the Ij is an integral part of the “Green Loop”, which connects North Amsterdam 
and the city center at two locations. “Living Bridge Amsterdam”  is my proposal for the connection 
in the East – between Java-Eiland and the North. The site-specific design merges three main typol-
ogies - housing, bicycle bridge, and park - in a new hybrid building type. This combination of types 
enhances the use of space exponentially! The design does not only create a connection between two 
river banks but offers attractive housing with beautiful views on the Ij and a park at the same time. It 
is much more than a bridge. It is social infrastructure! The design reacts to its surroundings and cre-
ates thousand new dwellings in the innercity. The public user has multiple choices on how to cross the 
river, experiencing panorama views and recreational green public space. Crossing the river becomes 
an experience and attraction point in Amsterdam. “Living Bridge Amsterdam” ensures a comfortable 
biking slope, adheres to ship transport regulations and keeps the need for opening the bridge to a 
minimum by higher clearance than RWS demands. The construction is solved by widespan prefab-
ricated modules, which are shipped to the site and assembled on the water. This allows a cost- and 
time-efficient construction, without burdening traffic in the city. It is a landmark that provides a unique 
park and housing experience in the inner city, bringing new qualities to Amsterdam!

Expanding universes on shrinking footprints
In the case of this exemplary project and context, I opted to extend public space via the type and form 
of the building. This approach results in a synergy of programs, providing enhanced qualities and very 
efficient use of space. If built separately, a bridge, housing and park would take up more than three 
times more space. Furthermore, the project creates new building land in the inner city and has no tra-
ditional roof, as it is all park and infrastructure. The plans of the dwellings consider the twin-phenom-
ena of public and private, flexibility and offer room for personalization. The residents can make use of 
adjustable perforated panels, gaining additional control over climate and the transition between public 
and private in front of their terraces. This social infrastructure provides new public space and allows 
a smart densification opportunity in the center of Amsterdam. Last not least, this project is interesting 
from a financial point of view as the cost-profit estimation shows. Selling the dwellings would not only 
pay for the construction but generate an additional profit of minimum 200 million euros!
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housing: 115.000m2
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